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Road, trail, path: whatever’s in front of you, turn it 

into an adventure. Something that challenges you, 

quickens the pulse and leaves you with a sense of 

achievement when you get to where you want to go.

Whether it’s the daily ride into work or that carefully 

planned journey into the unknown, the Triumph range 

of Adventure bikes gives you the choice of power, 

performance, handling, poise, balance and rider-

focused technology to get you there. It also creates 

that special connection between rider and machine. 

The one that only comes from riding a bike that bears 

one of the most iconic names in motorcycling: Triumph.

All aspects of the range have been carefully 

considered to give riders more of what they want. 

Power that is delivered when and where it’s needed 

most. Suspension that balances softening the impact 

without loss of feel for where and how you’re riding. 

Styling that not only turns heads but also serves 

practical purposes: safeguarding the rider, enhancing 

rider comfort, protecting the engine and dispersing 

engine heat.

Sitting down putting in the miles or standing on the 

pegs facing the challenge head on: if you’re on a 

Triumph, you’re looking for an adventure. For wherever 

you want to go. For everyday. For once-in-a-lifetime. 

FOR THE RIDE.
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ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.



TIGER EXPLORER



FORGET LOCAL. THINK GLOBAL.
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Distinctly Tiger in its styling and stance, everything 

about the new range of Tiger Explorer bikes is 

decidedly diff erent, and designed specifi cally for 

the rider to get the most out of their ride.

All of the fi ve new models incorporate new 

rider-focused technology to improve both the 

performance and the ride and, ultimately, make 

the journey memorable, whether road or trail.

The XR models are road oriented, while the XC models 

thrive in more rugged terrain, but both are equally 

happy when the roles are reversed.

The unique-in-class 1215cc three-cylinder engine 

has been further refi ned to deliver more power and 

torque, making the new breed of Tiger Explorer more 

responsive, quicker and smoother.

The choice of up to fi ve Riding Modes allow you 

to select diff erent set-ups — Road, Rain, Off -road, 

Sport and a Rider mode that can be tailored to your 

personal preferences — will let you get the most

out of your experience. Whatever the road. 

Whatever the weather. 

The response and performance levels of the new 

semi-active suspension with auto-levelling rear preload, 

cornering-optimised ABS and TTC (Triumph Traction 

Control) all play a part in defi ning the Riding Modes, 

helping make the new Tiger Explorers reassuringly 

sure-footed and immense fun in equal measure.

The all-new Hill Hold function makes sure that when 

you’re fully laden and looking to pull away, nothing will 

drag you backwards. The bodywork and ergonomics 

of the new Tiger Explorer have taken rider comfort to 

a new level through heat management and controlled 

wind protection through a unique-in-class electrically 

adjustable screen.

THE NEW TIGER EXPLORER. 

PERFECT FOR THAT NEW ADVENTURE YOU’VE BEEN 

LOOKING FOR.



MODEL SHOWN IS THE XCA



TIGER 
EXPLORER XC FAMILY

The perfect adventure bike for the serious 
globetrotter, the Tiger Explorer XC family comes into 
its own when the asphalt ends.

The smooth delivery of high torque at the low end 
of the rev range means that it won’t let you down 
where others may struggle getting up. Our new Hill 
Hold technology ensures that if you’re making a hill 
start, even if you’re carrying everything you need on 
your long-distance journey, there’s no chance of your 
bike rolling back. 

A drop in temperature doesn’t mean a reduction 
in enjoyment, as the XCA features a heated rider 
and passenger seat, heated grips and the protection 
provided by a fi rst-in-class electrically adjustable 
touring screen. 

DISCOVER THE NEW TIGER EXPLORER XC FAMILY 

AND BE READY TO TAKE ON THE WORLD.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
2x 12V power sockets
Advanced on-board 
computer
Aluminium sump guard
Brembo monobloc 4-piston
radial calipers
Centre stand 
Cornering-optimised ABS
and traction control
Cruise control
Electrically adjustable 
screen
Engine protection bars

Hand guards
Immobiliser
Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU)
“Off -road” riding mode
Self-cancelling LED
indicators
Spoked wheels for
tubeless tyres
Stainless radiator guard
Triumph Semi-Active
Suspension (TSAS)
USB power socket

EXPLORER XCx 

XCx PLUS: 
CNC machined footrests
Electrically adjustable 
touring screen
Heated rider and 
passenger seat
Hill Hold Control
LED auxiliary fog lights
Pannier rails for 
aluminium panniers

“Sport” and fully customisable 
“Rider” riding modes
Tyre Pressure 
Monitoring System

EXPLORER XCA

TRIUMPH SEMI-ACTIVE SUSPENSION (TSAS)

WP SUSPENSION ADJUSTABLE SCREEN

 HILL HOLD CONTROL

RIDING MODES (CUSTOMISABLE ABS, 
TRACTION CONTROL & THROTTLE RESPONSE)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE BIKES SHOWN, PLEASE VISIT TRIUMPH.CO.UK
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For the adventurer who wants to go a long way by 

road or trail, the Tiger Explorer XR family leaves you 

free to explore the world.

Everything about it is designed to give you maximum 

comfort over hundreds of miles, with its cruise 

control, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) that helps 

you through those tricky corners, and an on-board 

computer that monitors and adjusts the performance 

and response of your engine, semi-active suspension, 

cornering-optimised ABS and traction control.

A choice of fi ve Riding Modes — Road, Rain, Off -road, 

Sport and the fully customisable Rider mode. 

GIVES YOU THE CONFIDENCE 

TO ENJOY THE ADVENTURE MORE.

TIGER 
EXPLORER XR FAMILY
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MODEL SHOWN IS THE XRT



XRx PLUS:
Electrically adjustable 
touring screen
Engine protection bars
Heated rider and
passenger seat
Hill Hold Control
Pannier rails for
aluminium panniers

“Sport” and fully customisable 
“Rider” riding modes
Tyre Pressure 
Monitoring System

EXPLORER XRTT

EXPLORER XR 

EXPLORER XRxx

XR PLUS:
Additional 12V power socket
Advanced on-board computer
Cornering-optimised ABS
and traction control
Cruise control
Hand guards
Heated grips

Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU)
“Off -road” riding mode
Self-cancelling 
LED indicators
Triumph Semi-Active 
Suspension (TSAS)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
12V power socket
ABS and traction control
Brembo monobloc 4-piston
radial calipers
Centre stand
Electrically adjustable 
screen
Immobiliser

Newly designed cast wheels
On-board computer
“Road” and “Rain” 
riding modes
Sump guard
USB power socket
WP adjustable front and 
rear suspension

WP SUSPENSION ADJUSTABLE SCREEN

HILL HOLD CONTROL

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE BIKES SHOWN, PLEASE VISIT TRIUMPH.CO.UK

RIDING MODES (CUSTOMISABLE ABS, 
TRACTION CONTROL & THROTTLE RESPONSE)

TRIUMPH SEMI-ACTIVE SUSPENSION (TSAS)
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TIGER 800



Powered by the new generation of the 800cc triple 

engine, famous for its smooth delivery of power 

across the rev and speed ranges, the Tiger 800 family 

off ers you a choice of bikes that are up to whatever 

adventure you’re looking for.

If you’re looking to take on long distances on the black 

stuff , then the XR models are set up to take you as far 

as you want to go, while the XC models come into their 

own if you’re looking to take on tougher terrain.

They have proven themselves to excel and have fi red 

the sense of adventure among the thousands who now 

ride a Tiger 800.

The six models, including a low seat version of both 

the Tiger 800 XCX and the Tiger 800 XRX, give riders 

a choice of specifi cations, rider-focused technology, 

performance and equipment levels to allow them to 

match their bikes to their adventures. 

THE TIGER 800 FAMILY IS YOUR CHANCE TO 

EXPLOIT EVERY ADVENTURE.

FOR THE ADVENTURE IN EVERY DAY. 
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MODEL SHOWN IS THE XCx



The new Tiger 800 XC family is ready for any 
adventure you want to challenge it to. 

Powered by the new generation 800cc triple engine 
that produces 95PS and delivering a seamless fl ow 
of torque, including right down where it counts, 
its fi nely honed handling and ride are everything 
you have come to expect from a Tiger 800.

It’s also equipped to a high standard, with features 
such as traction control, switchable ABS, three 
Riding Modes — Road, Rain and Off -road — cruise 
control, heated rider and passenger seats, heated 
grips, LED fog lamps, and a 650W alternator complete 
with three auxiliary sockets, ensuring the electrical 
power is there when it’s needed. 

ON OR OFF-ROAD, 

THE TIGER 800 XC FAMILY DELIVERS.

TIGER 
800 XC FAMILY
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XCx PLUS:
3x 12V power sockets 
Aluminium pannier rails
CNC machined footrests
Fog lamps
GPS mounting kit
Heated grips
Heated rider and passenger seat

XC PLUS:
Auto-cancel indicators
Auxiliary socket
Centre stand
Cruise control
Engine protection bars
Hand guards
Radiator guard
Riding modes
Sump guardd

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
Adjustable brake and clutch levers
Adjustable handlebar position
Adjustable seat height
Immobiliser
Switchable ABS
Traction control

RIDING MODES (CUSTOMISABLE ABS, 
TRACTION CONTROL & THROTTLE RESPONSE)

WP SUSPENSION

HEATED SEAT AND GRIPS

FOG LIGHTS CRUISE CONTROL

800 XCAA

800 XCX

800 XC 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE BIKES SHOWN, PLEASE VISIT TRIUMPH.CO.UK



If your adventure takes you over long stretches of 

open road, the Tiger 800 XR family is the natural 

choice for you.

Smoothly delivered power and torque, a chassis tuned 

for dynamic handling and a high level of equipment 

and rider-focused technology make it the perfect 

long-distance adventure bike.

Switchable ABS, traction control, cruise control and 

the choice of three Riding Modes — Road, Rain and 

Rider programmable — give you the confi dence to 

keep on riding, knowing your bike is just how you 

want it.

THE TIGER 800 XR FAMILY MAKES EVERY 

JOURNEY AN ADVENTURE, 

AND EVERY ADVENTURE AN EXPERIENCE.

TIGER 
800 XR FAMILY
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MODEL SHOWN IS THE XRT



XRX PLUS: 
3 x 12V power sockets
Aluminium pannier rails
Aluminium radiator guard
CNC machined rear brake
reservoir
Fog lamps

GPS mounting kit
Heated grips
Heated rider and
passenger seat
Tyre Pressure
Monitoring System

800 XRT

XR PLUS:
Additional 12V power 
socket
Adjustable screen
Auto-cancel indicators
Centre stand

Comfort rider and
passenger seat
Cruise control
Hand guards
Riding modes

800 XRx

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
Adjustable brake and
clutch levers
Adjustable handlebar 
position
Adjustable seat height
Auxiliary socket

Hazard light switch on
instrument panel
Immobiliser
Switchable ABS
Traction control

800 XR

ADJUSTABLE SCREEN CRUISE CONTROL

HEATED SEAT AND GRIPS

FOG LIGHTS

RIDING MODES (CUSTOMISABLE ABS, 
TRACTION CONTROL & THROTTLE RESPONSE)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE BIKES SHOWN, PLEASE VISIT TRIUMPH.CO.UK
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Wherever your adventure takes you, the Tiger Sport 

takes you there in style, and it will give you a ride that 

is deserving of its name.

The power at your command from the 1050cc engine 

gives you a smooth, responsive, sporty performance, 

while its compact single-sided swinging arm and 

subframe give a sportier but still comfortable riding 

position, which lets you cover the miles with ease. 

Five minutes down to the shops or 500 miles across 

the country: the Tiger Sport lets you take it easy or 

push on to really enjoy the ride. 

TIGER SPORT. 

NOT JUST AN EVERYDAY MOTORCYCLE,

IT’S A MOTORCYCLE YOU WILL WANT

TO RIDE EVERY DAY.

TIGER 
SPORT
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TOURING



 DESTINATIONS CAN WAIT.

Touring is as much about where you’re riding as how 

you’re riding. It’s as much about the journey as it is 

about arriving at your destination — if you even know 

where that destination may be.

The Triumph choice of touring bikes has one 

characteristic in common: they make you want to just 

keep on riding, and riding, and riding…

Which is exactly what they can let you do, thanks to 

their triple engines that are torque-laden and smooth 

in their delivery, packed with rider-focused technology 

that serves a function, such as ride-by-wire throttles, 

traction control, heated grips, comfort seats and 

purpose-built luggage systems.

But just because you’re comfortable doesn’t mean they 

still can’t have you on the edge of your seat. They have 

the performance and handling that can take you into an 

apex, just as much as they can take you off  into 

the distance. 

LET THE MILES MELT AWAY

WHATEVER THE JOURNEY, WHATEVER THE DISTANCE.

CABO DE GATA, SPAIN
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Even by the demanding standards of touring riders, 

the Trophy is a supremely comfortable bike. A quality 

it matches with its agility and sharp, precise handling.

The obsessive attention to detail that’s been lavished 

on it makes it a joy to ride and a pleasure to own. 

To make the most of the power that its 1215cc triple 

engine produces, its ‘tall’ sixth gear and cruise 

control provide relaxed cruising and outstanding 

fuel economy, while its ABS and traction control 

help reduce rider stress, and its Dynamic Luggage 

System, with its small amount of independent 

movement, will make you feel as if you’re travelling 

light, even when fully loaded. 

TRIUMPH TROPHY. 

THE PERFECT START TO ANY TOUR.

TROPHY SE
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If you enjoy touring but want a bike that can give 

your spine a tingle, the Triumph Sprint bikes are what 

you’re looking for — and while they deliver everything 

you want from a sports tourer, they don’t compromise 

in either respect.

At their heart is the punchy 1050cc triple engine 

that gives you the response you want from a sports 

machine, while it has gear settings to give you the 

economy and torque you look for in a tourer — and 

just to make it even more irresistible, they have all the 

head-turning style of any superbike.

BIKES FOR THOSE WHO KNOW 

WHERE THEY ARE GOING, 

AND WHO WANT TO GET THERE IN STYLE.

 
SPRINT GT SE
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TIGER EXPLORER XCX XCA

HORSEPOWER 139PS / 137bhp (102kW) @ 9300rpm
TORQUE 123Nm @ 6200rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 1215cc
SEAT HEIGHT 837-857mm (XCX low seat version: 
785-805mm)
FRONT SUSPENSION WP 48mm upside down 
forks, electronically adjustable damping, 190mm 
travel (XCX low seat version: 168mm travel)
REAR SUSPENSION WP monoshock, electronically 
adjustable semi-active damping and automatic 
preload adjustment. 193mm rear wheel travel 
(XCX low seat version: 158mm rear wheel travel)
FRONT BRAKES Twin 305mm fl oating discs, 
Brembo monobloc 4-piston radial calipers, 
switchable ABS
REAR BRAKES Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2-piston 
sliding caliper, switchable ABS
TANK CAPACITY 20l
DRY WEIGHT (XCX) 253kg (low seat version: 251kg) 
(XCA) 258kg 

TIGER EXPLORER XR XRX XRT

HORSEPOWER 139PS / 137bhp (102kW) @ 9300rpm
TORQUE 123Nm @ 6200rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 1215cc
SEAT HEIGHT 837-857mm (XRX low seat version: 
785-805mm)
FRONT SUSPENSION WP 48mm upside down 
forks, rebound and compression damping 
(damping electronically adjustable on XRX and 
XRT models), 190mm travel (XRX low seat version: 
168mm travel)
REAR SUSPENSION WP monoshock. XR: rebound 
damping and hydraulic preload / XRX/XRT 
electronically adjustable semi-active damping, 
193mm rear wheel travel (XRX low seat version: 
158mm rear wheel travel)
FRONT BRAKES Twin 305mm fl oating discs, 
Brembo monobloc 4-piston radial calipers, 
switchable ABS
REAR BRAKES Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2-piston 
sliding caliper, switchable ABS
TANK CAPACITY 20l
DRY WEIGHT (XR) 244kg (XRX) 246kg (low seat 
version: 244kg) (XRT) 254kg

TIGER 800 XC XCX XCA

HORSEPOWER 95PS / 94bhp (70kW) @ 9250rpm
TORQUE 79Nm @ 7850rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 800cc
SEAT HEIGHT 840-860mm (820-840mm with 
accessory low seat) (XCX low seat version: 
790-810mm) 
FRONT SUSPENSION WP 43mm upside down 
forks, adjustable rebound and compression 
damping, 220mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION WP monoshock with remote 
oil reservoir, hydraulically adjustable preload, 
rebound damping adjustment, 215mm rear 
wheel travel
FRONT BRAKES Twin 308mm fl oating discs, 
Nissin 2-piston sliding calipers, switchable ABS
REAR BRAKES Single 255mm disc, Nissin single 
piston sliding caliper, switchable ABS
TANK CAPACITY 19l
DRY WEIGHT (800 XC) 193kg (800 XCX) 196kg 
(800 XCA) 203kg

TIGER 800 XR XRX XRT

HORSEPOWER 95PS / 94bhp (70kW) @ 9250rpm
TORQUE 79Nm @ 7850rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 800cc
SEAT HEIGHT 810-830mm (790-810mm with 
accessory low seat) (XRX low seat version: 
760-780mm) 
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 43mm upside down 
forks, 180mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION Showa monoshock with 
hydraulically adjustable preload, 170mm rear 
wheel travel
FRONT BRAKES Twin 308mm fl oating discs, 
Nissin 2-piston sliding calipers, switchable ABS
REAR BRAKES Single 255mm disc, Nissin single 
piston sliding caliper, switchable ABS
TANK CAPACITY 19l
DRY WEIGHT (800 XR) 188kg (800 XRX) 191kg 
(800 XRT) 197kg



TROPHY SE

HORSEPOWER 134PS / 132bhp (98.5kW) @ 8900rpm
TORQUE 120Nm @ 6450rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 1215cc
SEAT HEIGHT 800-820mm
FRONT SUSPENSION WP 43mm upside down 
forks, electronically adjustable rebound damping 
(sport/normal/comfort), 127mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION WP monoshock with integral 
oil reservoir, electronically adjustable hydraulic 
preload (1up, 1up+luggage, 2up), electronically 
adjustable rebound damping (sport, normal, 
comfort), 120mm rear wheel travel 
FRONT BRAKES Twin 320mm fl oating discs, 
Nissin 4-piston calipers, linked brakes (2 pistons 
in RH caliper activated by rear brake), ABS 
REAR BRAKES Single 282mm disc, 
Nissin 2-piston sliding caliper, ABS
TANK CAPACITY 26l
DRY WEIGHT 295kg

TIGER SPORT

HORSEPOWER 126PS / 123bhp (93kW) @ 9475rpm
TORQUE 106Nm @ 7000rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 1050cc
SEAT HEIGHT 830mm
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 43mm upside down 
forks with adjustable preload, rebound and 
compression damping, 140mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION Showa monoshock with 
adjustable preload and rebound damping, 
155mm rear wheel travel
FRONT BRAKES Twin 320mm fl oating discs, 
Nissin 4-piston radial calipers, ABS 
REAR BRAKES Single 255mm disc, 
Nissin 2-piston caliper, ABS 
TANK CAPACITY 20l
DRY WEIGHT 218kg

SPRINT GT SE

HORSEPOWER 130PS / 128bhp (96kW) @ 9200rpm
TORQUE 108Nm @ 6300rpm
ENGINE TYPE Liquid-cooled, 12 valve, DOHC, 
in-line 3-cylinder
ENGINE SIZE 1050cc
SEAT HEIGHT 830mm
FRONT SUSPENSION Showa 43mm cartridge 
forks with dual rate springs and adjustable 
preload, 127mm travel
REAR SUSPENSION Showa monoshock with 
adjustable rebound damping and hydraulically 
adjustable preload, 152mm rear wheel travel
FRONT BRAKES Twin 320mm fl oating discs, 
Nissin 4-piston calipers, ABS 
REAR BRAKES Single 255mm disc, 
Nissin 2-piston sliding caliper, ABS 
TANK CAPACITY 20l
DRY WEIGHT 239kg

TRIUMPH WARRANTY

When you have found the Triumph 
that perfectly fi ts the way you want 
to ride, that’s all you’ll want to do. 
Ride, and keep on riding.

It’s why every bike that leaves our 
factory is designed with obsessive 
attention to detail, built to exacting 
standards and then tested to its 
limits. So it delivers the perfect ride, 
again and again.

All our bikes come with a 2-year 
unlimited mileage warranty that 
covers every component. 

The same warranty also covers 
all Triumph Genuine Parts, so it is 
worth making sure that you never 
compromise your ride with anything 
less than the best.

And to ensure your Triumph keeps 
delivering the ultimate ride year 
after year, the workshops at 
your local Triumph dealership are 
staff ed by factory trained Triumph 
technicians, ensuring only the very 
best care for your pride and joy.
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ACCESSORIES

We are passionate about creating the best 

motorcycles in the world, bikes that bring the 

best out of every rider. The only person that can 

improve on what we do is you. Whether you’re 

riding in town or on a trail, long distance or a 

short blast, we’ve got a full range of accessories 

to suit your demands. Whatever you choose, all 

Triumph accessories are designed and developed 

in conjunction with the bike itself, ensuring the 

highest levels of quality, reliability and safety.

CLOTHING

Our desire to get the most out of every ride 

applies as much to our clothing as it does to our 

bikes. Wherever you plan to go — we have designed 

and engineered a range of clothing inspired by 

the spirit of adventure. Every piece of Triumph 

clothing has been developed to tackle conditions 

on or off  road and varied terrains, combining 

multi-functional features, fabric technologies and 

style. Designed and tested by people that ride to 

deliver a perfect fi t.

BOOK A TEST RIDE
 TRIUMPH.CO.UK
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Triumph Motorcycles Ltd, Normandy Way, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 3BZ, United Kingdom.
Telephone +44(0) 1455 251700 Facsimile +44(0) 1455 453005 

triumph.co.uk

The photography within this brochure shows Triumph motorcycles being used 
by expert professional riders in protective gear under professionally controlled, 
closed course conditions. Triumph does not endorse or encourage stunts, tricks 
or any form of irresponsible riding. At Triumph, we want every ride to be safe and 
enjoyable. Always ride safely, defensively and within the limits of the law. Always ride 
appropriately for road conditions. Always ride within your ability. Take a riding skills 
course. Always wear an approved helmet, eye protection and appropriate protective 
clothing. Always insist that all passengers do the same. Never ride while under the 
infl uence of alcohol or drugs. Study your owner’s manual and inspect your Triumph 
motorcycle before riding. Data given to UK market specifi cation. Some Triumph 
motorcycles are designed as street motorcycles. Triumph does not support the use of 
street motorcycles in off -road environments. Street motorcycles are not suitable for 
off -road use. Triumph does not endorse or encourage the use of street motorcycles
off -road. Off -road use could expose yourself and others to serious personal injuries or 

even death. Silencers: Triumph accessory silencers are not for use on the public roads. 
Unless otherwise stated, Triumph accessory silencers do not conform to on-road noise or 
emissions standards in countries where such standards apply. Use on-road may therefore 
violate the law. These products are designed for closed circuit competition use only. 
Triumph accessory silencers will require a specifi c tune download, which is available from 
your authorised Triumph dealer. Specifi cation may vary by market. Some accessories are 
prohibited by local law. As a motorcycle owner/rider, it is your responsibility to know of 
and comply with all local laws. If you have any doubt, contact your local authorities. All 
details correct at time of going to press. Triumph Motorcycles Limited reserves the right 
to make changes without prior notice. Please consult your dealer for model and colour 
availability. Please note that this brochure contains images of motorcycles that feature 
accessories and this may or may not be stated. Triumph Motorcycles Limited takes no 
responsibility for any misunderstanding of standard specifi cation that this may cause.
© 2016 Triumph Motorcycles Limited. All rights reserved.


